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 The progress in the field of computer networks and internet is 
increasing with tremendous volume in recent years. This raises 
important issues concerning security. Several solutions emerged in the 
past, which provide security at the host or network level. These 
traditional solutions like antivirus, firewall, spyware and authentication 
mechanism provide security to some extents but they still face the 
challenges of inherent system flaws and social engineering attacks. 
Some interesting solution emerged like intrusion detection and 
prevention systems but these too have some problems like detecting 
and responding in real time and discovering novel attacks. Because the 
network intrusion behaviors are characterized with uncertainty, 
complexity and diversity, an intrusion detection method based on 
neural network and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is 
widely used in order to address the problem. This paper gives an 
insight into how PSO and its variants can be combined with various 
neural network techniques in order to be used for anomaly detection in 
network intrusion detection system in order to enhance the 
performance of intrusion detection system.  
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1. Introduction 
 
There are some significant problems in the Intrusion Detection System (IDS), such as big load, slow detection 
speed and large amount of data. IDS is unable to deal with those problems in a real time. In large or small 
networks, there are very large network traffic data quantities that need to be examined by IDS. Detecting 
speed represents one of the most important indexes of IDS real time requirements. With the IDS continuous 
network technology development, the intrusion behaviors can be characterized with diversity, dynamic 
tendency, complexity and uncertainty. Network intrusion detection is a dynamic protection technology that is 
based on the self-defense of the web [1]. It can effectively deal with the external networks attacks and more 
importantly, it is able to prevent the violations from internal networks, this makes the intrusion detection 
technologies able to detect the known and unknown intrusions effectively and in good time speed. Recently, 
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artificial intelligence techniques are used in intrusion detection in order to improve the detection accuracy. 
Neural networks are one of the most effective artificial intelligence methods that are employed in IDS [2]. A 
combination of IDS and neural network algorithm (self-learning and adaptive ability) is used to improve the 
IDS performance [3], [4]. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is used for IDS pattern analysis. Many parameters 
can affect the ANN classification quality, like determining the architecture, over fitting and local minima. In 
addition, many irrelevant variables in the real intrusion detection sample data affect the ANN classification 
quality, decrease the real time capacity and increase many unwanted calculations for the intrusion detection. A 
good and feasible option is to use the features reduction methods like the principle component analysis [5]. 
Those features reduction methods usually lose useful information. Therefore, PSO algorithm is one of the 
possible solutions.  
PSO algorithm is an optimum algorithm is one of the random optimizing process methods [6], that has some 
advantages such as high efficiency, parallel search and able to overcome the problem of local convergence. 
PSO is able to find a near to global optimal solution in a short time [7]. 
  
2. Neural Networks and Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 
 
Neural Network (NN) is one of the machine learning algorithms that maps inputs to outputs through input and 
output membership functions together with an associated parameter. NN is able to handle complex nonlinear 
systems data without the need for identifying the nonlinear associations between inputs and outputs through a 
physical/logical model. Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) represents one of the most popular neural 
networks that is extensively used to characterize nonlinear systems but in fact, it is not suitable for noisy real 
world applications as it suffers from the network initial weights high sensitivity, local optima convergence and 
low rate convergence. The initial values of the weights particularly have a great influence on the accuracy and 
convergence of NN [3]. Therefore, many methods, like the momentum algorithm, have been presented to 
improve the NN performance [3]. PSO algorithm is proposed as a way to refine NNs the weights initialization 
effect reduction and for overcoming the slow convergence limitations. Similar to the biological neural cell, the 
neuron represents the unit of structure of ANN, basically each neuron consists of a summer and an activation 
function, the structure of an artificial neuron is shown in fig. (1) [12]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig (1): Structure of the Artificial Neuron. 
 
In figure 1, the x1, x2, x3…, xn. represent the neuron inputs with corresponding weights w1, w2, w3…, wn. 
that simulates the biological nets neural connections. Sometimes, a threshold term b is added to the inputs [12] 
Where f is called the neuron activation function or the neuron transfer function Output could be bipolar, 
binary or real value. In order to form the net input to the neuron (net), the inputs are multiplied by their 
corresponding weights and then added together. This is done by:  
 
Net =            =w1x1+w2x2 + w3x3+……. + wnxn + b             (1) 
 
In order to produce an output Y, the neuron represents the activation or mapping function f(net), is calculated 
as follows [3].  
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                 Y= f(net) =  f                            (2) 
 
There are a number of types of commonly used activation functions. Most activation functions are also known 
as threshold functions.   
 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [8]. The 
foundation of PSO is based on simulating behaviour of animals that are working in groups such as birds and 
fishes [9]. In PSO algorithm, many creatures, are called particles, are distributed in the search space that 
belongs to the function that is required to be optimized. The objective function value is calculated by each 
particle according to its position that can be set according to its best previous position and according to its 
neighbour’s best previous position [10]. The calculation of the objective function and the position are repeated 
several times until it converged to the desired goal. PSO algorithm is characterized by its simplicity and 
ability to converge to good result, which make the algorithm popular [11]. In PSO, the problem is analyzed by 
exchanging information between the particles [11], and random positions and velocities are used to make the 
particles. The following equations are used to update each particle position and velocity, in the current step of 
the algorithm: 
  
                                                                                
 
                                                                                                                  (4) 
 
where V  is a velocity of i particle at iteration t;  X is a position of particle i at iteration t and it depends on 
previous position and new velocity, w is the inertia weight that is used to control the influence of the previous 
velocities on the current velocity and c1,c2 are two random numbers between (0,1)  that represents the 
learning factors or acceleration factors that are fixed numbers, Pbest is the local best particle i that have the 
smallest fitness value obtained so far in one iteration t;  Gbest is the particle leader or global best position at 
generation t. 
 
3. Network Intrusion Detection Model 
An Intrusion Detection System (IDS), can be hardware or software application, is used to monitor a system or 
network for policy violations or malicious activity. Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) 
system is used to typically collect centrally any violation or malicious activity. Those violations and malicious 
activity can also be reported to an administrator. A SIEM system combined the outputs that are collected from 
multiple sources then distinguishes malicious activity from false alarms by using alarm filtering techniques 
[13]. There many types of IDS that are ranging from single computers to large networks. Network Intrusion 
Detection Systems (NIDS) and Host-based Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS) represent the most common 
classifications. An example of NIDS is a system that analyzes incoming network traffic while monitoring 
important operating system files represents HIDS example. IDS can be also classified by detection approach, 
those can be divided into anomaly based detection (detecting deviations from a model of "good" traffic, which 
often used machine learning) and signature based detection (recognizing bad patterns, such as malware) [14], 
[18]. Some IDS products are called an intrusion prevention system as they have the ability of responding to 
the detected intrusions [15]. 
4. Literature Review 
 
Zhiwei Wang, Gregory L. Durst, Eli Lilly and Zina Ben-Miled [21], re-established the results of feature 
selection using binary PSO in the first round and using a back propagation neural network to generate the 
Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship (QSAR) model in the second round, the features that are selected 
in the first round are used in the QSAR generation. A new method that overcomes the back propagation 
limitations is then proposed. In the new approach, PSO is used in the second round for training and 
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overcoming the instability of PSO by bootstrap aggregation (Bagging). Robust QSAR models are produced by 
the proposed approach; also, the variability is reduced due to the back propagation parameters choice. 
 
WenJie Tian and Ji Cheng Liu [16], constructed the structure of the network and gave the flow of algorithm, 
which analyzed and discussed the intrusion behaviours impact factor. With the faster convergence and strong 
self-learning ability, the proposed method can rapidly detect many intrusion behaviours in an effective way by 
the typical intrusion characteristic information learning. The proposed method reduced (without losing ability) 
the full dataset and used it to train the neural network, which increased the detection accuracy. The 
experimental results on KDD99 dataset show the feasible and effective ability of the proposed anomaly 
intrusion detection method as it has the ability to determine whether there is an intrusion information or not. 
The proposed method can truly detect the anomaly intrusion behaviour, this is done by the ability of function 
approach, fast convergence rate and strong self-learning. Both simulations and experiments showed how the 
proposed method is extremely ubiquitous and effective, this indicates the great application of the proposed 
method in the network security. 
 
Diptam Dutta and Kaustav Choudhuryusing [5], presented a novel monitoring of Simple Network 
Management Protocol (SNMP). The proposed method combined PSO and neural network training with the 
Digital Signature of Network Segment (DSNS). The SVM is used by the proposed anomaly detection system 
for traffic clusterization, SNMP agents and its respective DSNS are used for traffic collection. PSO is 
combined with the SVM for improving the solution performance and quality in the clusterization and clusters 
centroids calculation. The designed model is implemented on FPGA (Spartan 3E) in order to use the solutions 
hardware integration in the areas of diagnosis, monitoring and network intrusions management. The Techno 
India University, Kolkata real network environment is used to test the proposed method. The obtained results 
demonstrated that the false alarm and detection rates are good and promising. It is recommended to detect 
anomalies, using the same dataset, by the proposed method in order to have the ability of comparing both 
methods. 
 
Kang Xie [8] proposed a new method of hierarchical intrusion detection algorithm based on the Discrete 
Cellular Neural Networks (HDCNN) in order to solve the problems of low accuracy and slow speed in the 
existing intrusion detection algorithms. In order to obtain the template parameters for the HDCNN classifier, 
energy function constraint method is used to construct a new PSO fitness function, jumping out the premature 
convergence. Emerging evidence has indicated that this new approach is affordable to parallelism and analog 
VLSI implementation. Experimental results and comparative studies based on the KDDCUP99 data sets are 
given, show that the proposed model exhibits an excellent performance owing to the higher attack detection 
rate and shorter processing time. 
 
Matthew L Settles and Bart Rylander [11], employed PSO in a split architecture injected with a plain 
‘attractor’ configuration. This is achieved by splitting the input vector into two even sub vectors, then each 
vector will be optimized using its swarm at which a plain ‘attractor’ is injected into each swarm. An 
investigation of this technique application to neural network training is done. The obtained results indicate 
that the resulted architecture is promising. Before a conclusion can be reached, a more in depth analysis using 
another neural nets are needed. It would also be interesting to investigate the performance of the resulted 
architecture on function minimizations. 
 
Xuesong Wang and Guangzhan Feng [19], conducted a research on the network intrusion detection system 
based on the modified particle swarm optimization algorithm. Along with the computer network and the 
computer system application in various fields in the national life continue to expand, the load types and 
volume of the business is increasing. How to be reasonable in complex application environment of the system 
resource allocation and task scheduling, for improving the efficiency of computer system and computer 
network, reduce running cost is a problem to be solved. Under this background, the researchers combined the 
particle swarm optimization methodology to propose the enhancement countermeasures for the meaningful 
contemporary networks. 
 
Priyanka Pawar and Damodar Tiwari [13], analyzed program behaviour in intrusion detection using the PSO 
and Neural Network. The proposed algorithm is evaluated by experiments on KDDCUP99 dataset. The 
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obtained results are promising as the Neural Network that is optimized using PSO can achieves a low false 
positive rate and effectively detect intrusive attacks. Training process is easily added to the neural network 
training data set without any need for changing the existing training samples weights, this is due to the used 
frequency weighting method where each entry is equal to the occurrences number of system call during the 
transmission control protocol communication. The appropriate selection of the input parameters through PSO 
is used to optimize the system output.  
 
Chandrashekhar Azad and Vijay Kumar Jha [4], used PSO and fuzzy min max neural network in order to 
propose an intrusion detection system. The proposed system is characterized with its online adaption facility 
and the learning requires less time. The proposed system is tested using a preprocessed KDDCUP99 dataset. 
In order to test the effectiveness of the system, classification accuracy and error are taken as performance 
evaluation parameters. The obtained results show that the proposed system performance was very good as 
compared to the other well-known systems like the multilayer perceptron, MLP classifiers, RBFN classifiers, 
RBF classifier, SMO, Naïve Bayes, LibSVM, KDD Cup Winner, KDD Cup Runner UP, FMMGA and FMM. 
 
Ahmad Shokouh Saljoughi, Mehrdad Mehvarz and Hamid Mirvaziri [1], used MLP Neural Network and PSO 
algorithm in order to detect intrusions and attacks. The method was tested using KDDCUP and NSL-KDD 
datasets. The results showed that the accuracy is improved in detecting intrusions and attacks by unauthorized 
users. In the proposed model, it is attempted to promote the rate of precision to detect different kinds of 
attacks. The results obtained from integrating the neural network with the PSO algorithm have been presented. 
The proposed model is evaluated with KDDCUP99 and NSL-KDD databases. In order to detect different 
kinds of attacks, the precision rate is promoted in the proposed model. KDDCUP99 and NSL-KDD datasets 
are used for testing of the proposed model, as the optimal weights is extracted by the optimization of the 
neural network using the proposed integration. The results of integrating the neural network with the PSO 
algorithm is presented and showed that the proposed model is better than a simple neural network. 
Furthermore, the time complexity is reduced by using random weights for the training of the neural network 
and this training will stop if the PSO optimizer is not able to improve the system precision. The obtained 
results are analysed using the K-fold method and the selection of a random group. Finally, the function of the 
system is substantially improved in terms of the precision of detecting attacks faced by the networks and the 
time complexities reduction.  
 
Mohammed Hasan Ali and Mohamed Fadli Zolkipli [9], used PSO algorithm in order to create an optimal 
RK-FLN classiﬁer named PSO-RKELM, this was done by obtaining Reduce Kernel FLN (RK-FLN optimal 
set of initial parameters. The proposed method was compared to four models, including basic FLN, basic 
ELM, RK-FLN and Reduce Kernel ELM (RK-ELM). The model was tested using KDDCup99 dataset and the 
obtained results demonstrated accuracy, reliability and effectiveness of the proposed PSORKFLN as a 
classiﬁcation algorithm. It worth mentioning here that the accuracy of PSO-RKFLN is better than other 
models. It is recommended to check this model using different neurons number in order to measure and 
evaluate the model complexity. 
 
Mohammed Hasan Ali, Alyani Ismail and Mohamad Fadli Zolkipli [10], proposed a developed learning model 
for fast learning network (FLN) based on PSO. This learning model is called PSO-FLN. The develope model 
is applied to the intrusion detection problem and is tested using KDD99 dataset. For the purpose of training 
the extreme learning machine and FLN classiﬁer, the developed model is compared against many Meta 
heuristic algorithms. The obtained results showed that PSO-FLN is better than other learning approaches in 
terms of accuracy. Also, the results showed that the accuracy for all models is increased when increasing the 
ANN hidden neurons number. The ANN based intrusion detection is more promising for reducing the number 
of false positives or wrong negative as ANN is capable of learning from actual examples. It is recommended 
to address the low accuracy problem for a certain number of classes because of the limitation of the available 
amount of training data for such classes. 
 
Xiang Changsheng [17], improved the network intrusion detection effectiveness by proposing a network 
intrusion detection model that is based on PSO and neural network. Firstly, the features of network intrusion 
detection are collected, PSO algorithm is effectively used to select the important features by removing the 
invalid feature. Secondly, build the intrusion detection classifier by Backpropagation neural network. Finally, 
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KDD99 dataset is used for model performance analyzing. The obtained results showed that the proposed 
method improved the network intrusion detection accuracy, also the detection speed was very good and is 
recommended to be applied in the network security. Network intrusion detection results of PSO-BPNN has 
obvious advantages, those are: the network intrusion detection results are better when PSO algorithm select 
the features, can more establish ideal network intrusion detection model, but also reduce the training time of 
the classification, fasten network intrusion detection modeling speed, which can be applied to large-scale 
network intrusion detection, can detect the operation. 
 
Xiang Yu and Claudio Estevez [20], improved the search efﬁciency by proposing an adaptive update strategy 
of particle velocity for MSCLPSO. The aim for each particle is how to balance between the associated 
objective optimization and Pareto set diverse regions exploration. This can be done by an adaptive 
determination of either only learning from the same swarm particles or additionally from the difference of 
elitists’ pairs for velocity updating on that dimension, this depends on whether the elitists are simple or 
complex. Many experiments are done using two objectives and three objectives benchmark optimization 
problems, each problem has different dimensional complexity. The obtained results showed that the proposed 
method is signiﬁcantly improves the performance of MSCLPSO search, also MSCLPSO becomes able to 
locate the true Pareto front in a quicker way and obtain better distributed non dominated solutions over the 
entire Pareto front. The proposed strategy achieves a good balance between each single objective optimization 
and the Pareto set exploration. A possible direction for future work is to investigate a different evolution 
adaptive strategy of the elitists as differential evolution is not of equal usefulness for the simple and complex 
dimensions. Many different studies have been employed [22- 25]. 
 
5. Conclusions 
Intrusion detection represents one of the most important fields of the research in the network security field and 
represents a new defense technology for the network security. Using PSO algorithm and neural networks 
makes intrusion detection overcome the traditional Backpropagation algorithm problems such as the low 
converging speed and local minimum, therefore, it enhanced the detecting accuracy and the converging speed 
of the system. This paper reviewed the most powerful approaches that are based on the combination of PSO 
and neural networks. 
 
6.  Future work  
The results indicate that using PSO and neural networks is promising. Although there is a need for 
experiments, especially for choosing the right architecture for the neural networks. 
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